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Introduction
Our economy is undergoing an extensive change. Digital business models are becoming
indispensable for the transformation to Industry 4.0 to ensure the European economy’s ability
to act and move forward. In order to maintain the long-term competitiveness of companies, it is
vital to invest in innovative value chains. However, many European industrial companies face the
problem that such investments absorb a lot of capital. And this is capital that is often scarce as a
result of a significantly less developed capital market in Europe compared with the US.
In the face of these challenges, usage-based financing models offer the advantage of allowing for
more adaptability, as buyers no longer purchase a machine themselves, but acquire it from the
equipment provider in an Opex/“pay-per-use“ model. However, the existing usage-based models
do not yet provide a conclusive solution. The Asset-as-a-Service (AaaS) model has the potential
to become a game changer in the 2020s. With the AaaS model, neither the balance sheet of the
equipment provider, nor that of the user necessarily represents a limiting factor. As a result, this
leads to more flexibility on both sides.
AaaS is more than just a new financing and payment model for production plants. It is about
making a significant contribution to ensuring that Europe can make the necessary investments in
the digital and sustainable transformation of its economy, and that the historic core competence of
German medium-sized engineering companies can continue to lead the way. Balancing traditional
strengths with entirely new business models is the big challenge we are facing today – AaaS can
help bridge this gap.

Note
This white paper, prepared by Deutsche Bank AG and TLGG Consulting GmbH, refers to key data
and general aspects of a market that is still in development. The content of this document, therefore,
represents merely a basis for discussion for interested parties and does not constitute either legal or
tax advice for our clients. The content relating to the types of models does not constitute assurances
with regard to balance sheet or accounting impact, given that such statements would require
the application of additional corporate and sector-specific parameters on a case-by-case basis.
Depending on the further development of the market structure and the associated solutions, the
content included here could change and new key areas could be defined. Generally speaking, the
AaaS model can be applied to all types of assets. By way of illustration, some sections of this paper
address machinery.
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1

Continuous transformation
1.1. Learning from the B2C markets
The first wave of digitalisation shows how disruptively entire industries have been changed, in
particular in the business-to-consumer (B2C) markets. One classic illustration of this change is the
consumption of media, for example music, films or video games, which has transformed in recent
years at an ever-increasing speed. From the traditional model of media ownership and one-off
transactions – buying a CD, a video game, a movie ticket – media markets have evolved towards
subscription and usage-based models. Today, the use of media content, software and, increasingly,
physical goods via a subscription is the new normal.
This not only changes the way of how and when media is used – the media itself and the business
models of the companies behind it are also being transformed. The streaming service provider
Netflix allows users to consume content on any device, at any time and at a favourable price. It
is also learning more and more about what content it should produce for its clients in the future
through the data it gathers. These data-driven network effects are becoming a core element of the
Netflix business model. Based on validated hypotheses, the product portfolio can be continuously,
quickly and efficiently improved, and with a high level of client focus. An entire platform economy
can develop from one original (single) product. In the case of Netflix, this platform also includes
production companies, distributors and other partners.

The platform economy
Business processes changed by digitisation are making the platform model a defining feature of the
modern business. One of the primary goals of the platform economy is to bring market participants
together on a platform as efficiently and reliably as possible. This enables the development of needsbased offerings and quick penetration of new markets

1.2. The need for action in the B2B markets
The second wave of digitalisation, which is already under way, focuses on the markets between
companies (B2B markets). In keeping with the phrase “Data is the new oil” coined by the British
mathematician, Clive Humby, even sectors that are highly complex and have a significant
proportion of physical infrastructure will be shaped by data-driven business models. Where at first
it was more usual that only individual processes were optimised within an existing value chain, now
new process chains, new business models, and new ways of doing business are being created with
the long-term timeline in mind.
The current digitalisation dilemma for B2B markets is cross-sectoral in nature and is more complex
than in the case of B2C markets. One aspect is becoming more evident: The various companies
in the existing value chain are often not as closely interconnected as they initially appear to be.
Business relations are based on occasional transactions, there is little exchange of feedback and
each company operates on its own behalf. This model was entirely adequate for the industrial era.
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In the digital era, however, too much relevant data and many connecting factors remain confined
within individual companies, resulting in underutilisation of potential interfaces. The oft-mentioned
and envisioned “ecosystem”, which connects a number of partners to each other and requires a
smooth exchange of data, is therefore hard to achieve.
The internet of things (IoT) serves as the catalyst towards a more connected ecosystem. By
using sensors and cloud technologies to connect machines and assets, a company will be in a
position to create and manage a more transparent, measurable and, therefore, more efficient value
chain across all industry sectors. Consequently, circular business relations are established and a
“servitization approach”1 is further developed.
This also includes the fact that machines or other fixed assets no longer necessarily have to be
purchased, but are paid for based on their usage, known as Capex-to-Opex2. While the transition
from Capex-to-Opex is a first step in meeting client needs, it is not a conclusive solution. It requires
suitable financing solutions to make the transformation of business models in B2B markets scalable
in the long term. Traditional sales financing, which currently represents the majority of liquidity
procurement for industrial companies, will gradually lose its relevance and will give way to servicebased business models.
Beyond the mere change from Capex-to-Opex, additional financing and risk factors must be
identified, assessed and taken into account to enable the shift to the Asset-as-a-Service (AaaS)
business model. It should also be noted that the AaaS model is not limited to any specific type of
asset.
The key idea is that the wider adoption of an AaaS model within B2B markets will act as a tool to
further advance the networking of companies in various industries – a further step towards Industry
4.0. Due to the novelty and an ongoing development of the end-to-end AaaS solution, it is vital for
corporates to be open to the resulting uncertainties of the transformation towards this model if the
process is to be successful. Ultimately, anyone who does not actively shape and make use of this
ongoing trend could be left behind in the long term.

//3
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2

Ensuring the ability to act
2.1. The change from Capex to Opex
At the heart of the shift from Capex to Opex is the decoupling of ownership and the use of
resources and tools. This change is already observed in some B2B markets, which can be attributed
to four overarching drivers:
(1)

A fundamental shift of client needs, which means that ownership of some assets becomes less
important, given that those assets can be used without having to purchase them.

(2)

A growing uncertainty in the economy due to reasons ranging from the coronavirus pandemic
to geopolitical tensions.

(3)

Technological change that allows for acquisition of new, data-driven knowledge due to the
Internet of Things (IoT).

(4)

A wave of regulatory changes and their implications on strategic direction and operating
efficiency.

These volatile market conditions are increasingly persuading industrial companies to defer the
purchase of high-value, expensive machinery/assets with the aim of safeguarding entrepreneurial
flexibility in their business. The high upfront investment can have an impact on the refinancing
options of the companies, the composition of the liabilities side of the balance sheet, as well as
on any ensuing financing conditions3. Usage-based models allow for more flexibility as clients
no longer purchase the machine themselves, but obtain it from the provider as part of an Opex/
pay-per-use model. In addition, equipment providers can further benefit from the advantages
of digitalisation, by offering additional services in an adapted service model (servitization) for
increased cash flow.

2.2. Types of usage-based business models
The basic principle of “use instead of purchase” is not new in an industrial context. Some wellestablished leasing models for industrial equipment and flexible, output-related contracts already
exist. Whereas from a corporate perspective the ownership of the production equipment was not
even questioned in the past, today the flexible acquisition of production input appears to be more
relevant than ever, which, not surprisingly, has a positive impact on the balance sheet.
Four types4 of usage-based business models are explained in the info box. Each of the four
approaches has its own advantages and each assumes a different configuration of partnerships
and skills.
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High

Flexible
contracting

Performance
contracting

Low

Degree of technological integration

Categorisation of usage-based business models

Leasing/
sharing

Leasing Plus

Low

High

The business models are best compared
along the axes of “Degree of technological
integration” and “Degree of predictability
of utilisation”. Degree of technological
integration describes the integration
of technological components, both in
relation to hardware (e.g. IoT and sensors)
and software. Degree of predictability
of utilisation indicates the level of
predictability of the use of the machinery/
the asset

Degree of predictability of utilisation
Source: Deutsche Bank

Leasing/
sharing

Leasing and sharing models have commonly not only one, but a number of
clients. The provider makes production machinery available to various contractual
partners who agree, book and pay for use on demand

Leasing
Plus

Leasing Plus is similar to the leasing model, that has become considerably
less attractive due to recent regulations, and is, therefore, very similar to the
conventional ownership. For the client, the focus is clearly on the balance sheet
optimisation by means of re-purposing investment expenditure as operating
expenses that become due regardless of the specific utilisation intensity

Flexible
contracting

Flexible contracting supplements the Leasing Plus model by increasing the focus
on utilisation. In addition to the monthly basic payment, a runtime or outputbased payment is also applied. Therefore, the focus is on the use-adjusted cost
optimisation. Fixed costs are proportionate to unit costs

Performance
contracting

Performance contracting implements the “as-a-service” principle by including
a stronger technological component. The client is guaranteed uptime and
efficiency, and the provider is ensured a close client relationship, in-depth
insight into the process, as well as new up-selling opportunities. Success, in this
case, requires close monitoring and analysis of the operations, which is why in
addition to strategic-financial partnerships, the collaboration with technology and
analytics providers can play a key role

//5
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Performance contracting is the most innovative type of usage-based business models. It brings
together classic, finance-optimised accounting models with modern sensor technology, new data
sources and improved analytical abilities. By expanding performance contracting models from both
the equipment provider and the user perspectives, a type of paradigm shift can be carried out. The
physical machinery is no longer placed at the core of a business relationship, but rather it is the
processes, data and services – i.e. the entire underlying value chain, that takes the front stage.
It should be emphasised that while this market is under development, it offers a suitable and
scalable solution due to the addition of the IoT technology, which allows for an extension
of conventional value creation through the strong integration of technological components.
Performance contracting provides both equipment provider and user, with a cloud-based platform
overview. Both parties can use the resulting newly acquired insights for the development of new
business models. This automatic exchange of IoT-based information creates new data points and
dynamics, which can give rise to the new business models.
It is only a matter of time before Opex replaces Capex as the new normal in B2B markets. Shifting
to AaaS business models based on an Opex structure by means of performance contracting is not a
case of “old wine in new bottles” as it goes beyond the previously defined Capex-to-Opex models. It
is a starting point for the creation of data-driven relationships in the B2B markets and the provision
of a more precise definition of the term “digital ecosystem”.

2.3. Asset-as-a-Service

The following statements on AaaS are to be analysed individually for each company. The
various structuring options for an off-balance sheet solution are deliberately not discussed
in the following sections since on an individual basis, various factors have to be considered.
For example, the underlying accounting standards, which may involve leasing relationship
accounting (and must be agreed with the auditor). It also depends on the characteristics of the
asset and the associated structuring options at the financing level. Finally, it is essential for a
usage-based financing solution that usage data is actually available

The AaaS model is a type of performance contracting. For this reason, the remaining chapters of
this whitepaper focus on this version of the usage-based business models, the relevant partners in
the AaaS ecosystem and the resulting scaling options from a Treasury’s point of view.5
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Asset-as-a-Service
AaaS is an innovative business model for equipment providers and an alternative procurement
option for equipment users. Through a set of flexible financing and risk management solutions
(on/off balance sheet), usage-based business models for Industry 4.0 become scalable. Intelligent,
sustainable and equipment-based financing solutions and costs are directly linked to usage, which
allow for the purchase of output (Opex) instead of machinery (Capex)

Bank/
financing partner
Repayments

Partnership

Fees

Technology
provider

Refinancing

Assets & Servitization

Equipment
user

Equipment
provider

IoT
Capabilities

Pay-per-use

Source: Deutsche Bank

2.4. Roles and responsibilities in the AaaS model
Equipment providers
The equipment provider is the producer of the machinery (asset) and is, therefore, at the centre
of the AaaS model. Under AaaS, the equipment provider no longer sells the equipment to the
user but instead enters into a type of permanent service relationship with a continuous payment,
which depends on the use/utilisation of the machinery (pay-per-use). This enables the equipment
provider to benefit from a continuous, although in individual cases not always consistent, cash flow.
Moreover, the equipment provider strengthens its business relationships with its clients, increases
the potential for new clients and enables better utilisation of its machines in the long term.
Opportunities for cross- and up-selling are also possible.
In order to measure the performance of the machinery when applying this model, the equipment
provider can use the IoT capacity of a technology provider, who can install sensor technology and
provide the relevant data analytics capability. Depending on the agreement between the equipment
provider and the technology provider, the equipment provider will subsequently have access
to considerably more data relating to the operation of the machine and, based on this data, can
optimise existing products and services in the interest of its end clients or even develop completely
new business models.
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Equipment users
In this scenario, the equipment user will no longer purchase the production plant, but instead will
pay the equipment provider an amount based on the usage of the machine, which is driven by
individual needs. For the user, there is no longer the one-off investment for the procurement of the
asset and, from the point of view of the equipment user, the machine is no longer recognised on the
balance sheet (off-balance sheet treatment). Consequently, this will no longer tie up high levels of
capital and liquidity reserves. Outsourcing the entire use and investment risk of the machinery to an
intermediary is also possible.
By moving to the AaaS model, the user will gain greater flexibility of cash flow planning, benefit
from fewer investment obstacles and capital costs. This will allow for a quicker reaction time to the
shortened innovation cycles, and, therefore, will provide greater entrepreneurial flexibility within
their business. The AaaS model will also enable the user to carry out predictable daily business
calculations and increase operational efficiency, which is further combined with more accurate
management of the company’s own business processes due to usage-based optimisations. Thanks
to the circular ecosystem, the equipment user will have access to the most recent developments
and innovations in its sector.

Relevance of the data
The increased networking of a company’s own machinery and equipment can deliver initial
measurable results very quickly. In this way, data can help to better control the utilisation of
machinery to create contingency capacity in the event of overload. These and other predictions about
maintenance work can lead to increased client satisfaction, a balance sheet impact, and strengthened
relationship with the client. Over time, businesses will have a deeper understanding of possible
seasonal effects thanks to the expansion of their data pool. This means the sales cycles are no longer
estimated intuitively, but are predicted based on statistics. Therefore, IoT and data-based machinery
will, in the long term, generate a significant value contribution for both, the equipment provider
and user

Technology providers
The technology provider is also an essential driver of the AaaS model. Given that equipment
providers generally lack the necessary IoT and Cloud solutions at their disposal, partnerships
in relation to both, hardware and software, are of significant importance. When collecting,
aggregating and processing data, established standards should be applied. Current observations
show that the market is relatively fragmented, which means that the development and
establishment of universal standards is necessary for interoperability between the models in
different sectors or industries. Market consolidation and industry specialisation is only a matter
of time.
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Bank/financing partner
The bank/financing partner plays a central and an orchestrating role, and initially enables the
scalability of the AaaS model on the financing side. Compared with the traditional financing
solutions, in the AaaS constellation the bank’s relationship shifts from user financing (e.g. by means
of providing loans to finance the machinery/equipment) to a continuous and long-term relationship
with the equipment provider. We can speak of a paradigm shift in the use of assets and the related
financing.
Flexible financing and risk management solutions – i.e. Opex/pay-per-use models in conjunction
with an on/off-balance sheet solution – allow the scalability of AaaS business models. The
evaluation of new risks, which are not priceable to date, for example usage risk, plays a decisive role
in this scaling.

Usage risk
The term usage risk refers to the risk of deviation between the actual and predicted use of the
machine. This results in additional valuation parameters that must be taken into consideration for
pricing and valuation purposes from the risk management point of view. This means there will not be
“one single price” for the usage risk, as this depends on many factors. The acquisition of increased
data points and values will result, over time, in the possibility of fleshing out the pricing models
applied, such that the premium will gradually improve

Companies trust their principal bank (“Hausbank”) and major international banks for their
traditional core expertise in structuring financial products and establishing modern payment
processing solutions. These solutions meet the needs of multinational corporations that have a
global line-up in their day-to-day operations. Due to this global presence, a number of risks have to
be evaluated, in particular on the risk management side, which can go far beyond mere credit and
currency risks.
The role of the bank/financing partners as advisers and risk managers will be more important than
ever for designing individual financing solutions, especially as financial structuring using embedded
IoT-based data could become considerably more complex. What exactly this will look like depends
primarily on the underlying asset, the basis of the data and the accounting standards. Furthermore,
the financing partner will play a decisive role in the future of IoT integration. The barriers to entry
for companies could be lowered through the aggregation of all IoT-based data, as the financing
partner can take on the necessary investment costs, absorb them and shift them to a future point
in time once income is generated. It would be somewhat provocative to put out the idea that a
bank and a technology provider would be one and the same partner in the medium to long term.
However, there is no doubt that under the AaaS model the financing partner acts as the clients
gateway into the IoT ecosystem.
This is also a good example of how a platform business can be employed in banking. The
interweaving of modern financing and international payment processing solutions with an
integrated approach to risk management creates a direct connection between the two key
capabilities of the bank’s platform business. In the long term, it may be possible to process a
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number of product solutions on the same platform. The datasets generated from various products
can be aggregated on one data layer to design fully comprehensive one-stop-shop solutions.
The direct result of this approach is a stronger interlocking between Industry 4.0 and the bank.
Consequently, these financing concepts for service-based business models allow for a setup of
a new form of client relationship. This relationship will drive the creation of a platform economy
and will expand conventional bank products with the integration of cloud-based value creation
components. In turn, this allows for a new type of banking that may pave the way for new growth
paths for the long term.

2.5. Scaling options from a Treasury perspective
The AaaS concept is connected to the idea of making companies more stable and flexible, with
a greater capacity for doing business, in particular from the point of view of Corporate Treasury.
Therefore, the balance sheet, cash flow and income statement implications for the equipment
provider and equipment user are analysed closely below.

Equipment providers
For the equipment provider, the balance sheet impacts of AaaS models vs. true sale may not be
visible on the first glance6. Traditionally, the equipment provider keeps the asset on the balance
sheet as intermediate goods or warehouse goods until it is sold. After the sale, the asset is
converted to a receivable or a bank deposit. This process changes after the move to an Opexbased business model. In a conventional Opex/pay-per-use model, the machine would remain on
the equipment provider’s balance sheet and would lead to a balance sheet extension. By contrast,
with the AaaS model, the balance sheet of the equipment provider is “relieved”7 by means of an
off-balance sheet solution, which takes the machinery from the balance sheet of the equipment
provider.
Balance sheet of the equipment provider
Classic equipment sale
Assets
PPE

Passiva

Classic Opex model

Assets
PPE

Passiva

New: Equipment sale using
AaaS
Assets

Passiva

PPE

Source: Deutsche Bank

At the same time, the equipment provider also observes the impact on his cash flow. The possibility
of generating additional income through the servitization approach allows the equipment provider a
greater level of opportunity and flexibility in the strategic planning and day-to-day business.
Depending on the outcome of the review8 of the relevant balance sheet and accounting
consolidation, disposal and revenue rules, as well as the inclusion of the off-balance sheet solutions
combined with an appropriate risk management approach, the result could be a positive impact on
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the profit and loss statement of the equipment provider (in contrast to a conventional Opex model).
Due to the sale of the machine by means of an off-balance sheet solution, the entire revenue could
be directly realised and recognised. Therefore, ideally, there is no “sales gap”, the revenue would
not have to be stretched over a pre-determined period of time, and the liquidity of the equipment
provider would not be impacted negatively as a result.

Equipment users
The individual structure of the AaaS solution can also have a significant impact on the equipment
user’s balance sheet. As soon as an equipment user engages in the procurement of a new machine,
the immediate consequence is a balance sheet extension. On the assets side, the tangible fixed
assets increase as a result of the purchase, and on the liabilities side, liabilities increase in the
course of financing by a third-party. The balance sheet implications may deviate when processing
under the AaaS model, given that there is no one-off payment and no direct exchange of the
machine for cash. In an ideal scenario, the machine would also not appear to the full extent on the
equipment user’s balance sheet. As a result, it would not be necessary to use third-party financing.
In short, under the AaaS model, the balance sheet of the equipment user would not be burdened,
and the associated shift to Opex/pay-per-use may be further supported compared to conventional
financing9.
Balance sheet of the equipment user
Classic equipment purchase
Assets
PPE

Passiva

Classic Opex model

Assets
PPE

Passiva

New: Equipment purchase
using AaaS
Assets

Passiva

PPE

Source: Deutsche Bank

Due to the elimination of upfront capital expenditure, the investment obstacles for equipment users
can be reduced and additional (investment) cash flows can be released. Companies can therefore
focus on their core business without experiencing asset risks and large-scale capital commitments.
Due to the effects on the cash flow, an increase in expenses with conceivable effects on the tax
burden can be expected in the profit and loss statement of the equipment user.
The balance sheet, cash flow, and profit and loss-related impact for equipment users and providers
is relatively limited at the start of the transition. However, if the business is scaled by processing an
increasing amount of assets through the AaaS financing model, the sustainable efficiency effect
will become visible for both, the equipment provider and the user. Imagine the impact on a major
equipment or automotive provider if they were to generate half of their revenue or more using
Opex models without implementing an off-balance-sheet solution. All the assets would remain
on the balance sheet, significantly expanding it. It is in the best interest of companies to focus on
the balance sheet contraction to achieve greater capital ratio and increased flexibility within the
business. When Opex-related financing solutions are further crystallised and tested, then we will
see a corresponding increase in the implementation of service-based business models in the B2B
markets.
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3

Digital awakening
3.1. Efficient and sustainable Industry 4.0
The global economy is facing profound structural changes and transformation that have been
further accelerated by the coronavirus pandemic. In order for companies to continue to shape
this transformation and remain internationally competitive, high investments and a consequent
implementation of digitalisation in B2B markets are necessary.
On the path of the transformation to Industry 4.0, many European companies lack the required
capital, especially due to the less developed capital markets in a global comparison. However,
access to capital alone should not be the deciding factor of the competitive position of a
corporation in the market economy. The focus should rather be on the better ideas and products
that lead to viable and sustainably innovative value chains. The AaaS model could become, in this
context, a game changer of the 2020s.10
The increasing networking of machines will initially increase the availability of relevant data pools
and subsequently lead to considerable efficiency gains and/or option diversity. This can also
contribute significantly to achieving sustainability goals, especially in complex industries that tend
to have higher CO2 emissions.
The visions outlined here of an interconnected world are not scenarios that can be shaped and
solidified overnight. They are rather the result of an iterative process that will become evident
in stages. As part of that process, however, AaaS models can be accelerators on the way to
Industry 4.0.

3.2. Courage to change
The pace and extent of this structural change (and the related adjustments) are posing an
enormous challenge for most companies, across all sectors. The European economy’s ability to act
and the traditional core expertise of the German and other medium-sized engineering companies
will remain relevant only if they enrich themselves with the specialist knowledge required to
develop digital business models and platform economies.
The adoption of the AaaS models offers an opportunity to pilot new business models for selected
products and to connect cross-company value chains with an overarching data layer. In the light of
AaaS, the following questions should be answered:
– What are the changed conditions that a company will face in the near future – in particular with
regard to Industry 4.0?
– What role will a company play in this imminent transformation?
– Which measures (e.g. new products) can a company equip itself with to adequately address
these changes?
– What financing solutions are necessary for a company, which will not significantly affect its
flexibility?
– Which concrete implications will this have on a balance sheet/Corporate Treasury?
– How can a company manage its value creation (e.g. product innovations) more efficiently to
retain its competitiveness?

The Transformation from Capex to Opex – a further step towards Industry 4.0

The path to Industry 4.0 should be connected to the general cultural change and to the
development of new skills within the company, which should then also be further advanced by
that company. The current tendency of companies to be deeply integrated within existing value
chains, largely without data exchange and platform models, has to be questioned in the interest of
competitiveness. In order to exploit the full potential of digitalisation, there needs to be a shift of
company’s focus from the machine-only to the entire value chain, including the underlying data and
processes.
New partnerships for new ways of doing business are indispensable. A good starting point would
be to aim for collaboration with other companies, banks and start-ups in terms of business and
technology partnerships. In doing this, companies have to identify new ways of financing to coshape a new, and largely undefined, market. Which specific company divisions or products from the
overall portfolio are suitable for piloting a new strategic AaaS approach? Which other companies
can be considered for a possible partnership? What digital expertise can innovative start-ups
contribute to the solution? What exactly will a joint model that creates value add for all parties
involved look like? Who will have control of the data and the technological developments? These
questions should be answered together in collaboration with your partners.
Achieving a balance between traditional strengths and entirely new business models is the major
challenge faced by many corporations today. What digital ecosystems will look like in an Industry
4.0 and which financing solutions will prove to be particularly successful will ultimately depend on
the spirit of experimentation and the courage to change within the respective industries.
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obligation, and the costs of the potential off-balance sheet solutions.

9

However, the relevant consolidation and leasing regulations should assessed in this context.

10 For further information, please see the Deutsche Bank Research Report “How Assets-as-aService can save a balance sheet blow out” (03/2021).
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